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A few words about me: 

I had my 1st Apple 30 years 
ago! After my Baccalaureat, I 
lived 2 years in Israel and 6 
months in NYC. I am an ex-
ICT entrepreneur from Paris, 
[1990-2005]. at that time, I 
was reviewing management 
softwares for PC national 
magazines. meanwhile, I 
started to volunteer with 
ART3000, an NGO to 
promote digital artists & 
digital art. till today, I am 
involved in MEMOIRE & 
DOCUMENTS, a Shoah 
survivors video fund. 
recently, I managed and 
coordinated NGO computer 
projects in Senegal oriental in 
Dakar, Saint-Louis, 
Tambacounda & 
Tambacounda era. !!
In 2008, my family and I moved to Israel. for the last 10 years, I work as the production manager 
for digital art&marketing pioneer Judith Darmont, digital artist and digital marketing content motion 
graphics designer, consultant, creative director.  
today, I want to share, to transmit my passion & skills related to the digital culture to isolated 
people. for the last months, I get connected to several projects that I would like to introduce here.  !!
- 1 LC computers GOTO Racines d’Enfance Far-East Senegal pre-schools network;!
- 2 real-time data collection app & platform, a project initiated by the World Bank;!
- 3 FREE app_dev workshops GOTO Far-East Senegal;!
- 4 URBAN SPIRITS, a merging & innovative 360 digital street art creation;!!
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1\LC computers goto Racines d’Enfance pre-
schools, in Far-East Senegal: 
- French NGO Racines d’Enfance, ‘Chilhood roots’, 
builds up pre-schools in Far-East Senegal for 10 years; 
they also provid prevention and health care to local 
population & according to national authorities. now, they 
aim to bring computers to teachers & children, to 
accelerate with the digital culture! the scale is about a 
hundred of computers, for the first year. qualifying 
hardware, software, maintenance processes and providers 

are part of the fist stage study as well as the pedagogic 
aspects are. Racines d’Enfance is mainly focused on 
Tambacounda region where its staff manages to open up a 
new pre-school every 2 years. 

link: http://www.racinesdenfance.org !

Racines d’Enfance. Sinthian school.  
© 2013 Racines d’Enfance !

!
2\real-time data collection app & platform: 
a project initiated by the World Bank 
!

for international institutions and NGOs, as well as for local government, measuring grants & 
funding allocations on the ground is becoming a real issue. more than a financial tool, big 
data, once consolidated says a lot about real life improvement for the population, for the 
city. from electricity consumption to solar panel efficiency, to water quality, these are 
examples among a large number of figures, that could help to break with poverty, that might 
optimize environmental decisions in a shorten scale like never before.

ENDA is an international agency, involved in development, environment, education…

ENDA is the project operator in Senegal. there is a postulation to 2013 TLV HACKATHON.

link: http://endatiersmonde.org ! !

3\FREE app dev_workshop goto Senegal oriental: !
in 2014, I will intend personally to set up FREE app dev 
workshops to give to both teens & adults access to live their 
dream, to get deeper to digital culture.
!!

local partners will help out to select people and places while international companies will 
provide with experts, engineers, stories & contents. after a first set of several courses, the 
experimental pilot could then be labeled, becoming mobile, one the road, worldwide.
!!!
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4\URBAN SPIRITS, a 360 digital street art creation: 
French digital art pioneer JUDITH DARMONT initiated URBAN 
SPIRITS, a merging & innovative digital street art creation. with mobile 
screenings, augmented reality & urban furniture, JUDITH DARMONT 
aims to link people, cultures & cities… 

could urban space from large cities be enhanced by ephemeral, 
temporary and permanent digital street art? work in progress! 
!

digital art & digital content 
marketing motion graphics 
designer pioneer, Judith 
Darmont is working 20 
years at her digital and 
visual writing. her creative 
vision led her to best 
international corporate 
events, musical 
collaborations, on stages, 
in venues, over 4 
continents. she enriched 
European Google HQ 
opening in Paris, last Dec. 
2011, with Benjamin 
Quesnel & crew.  
for more than 10 years, I 
work as Judith Darmont’s 
production manager. 	  

	 	 	 	 	 Life-sized portrait screenings. Hong Kong SIGGRAPH 
Asia. Dec. 2011. © 2010-2013 Judith Darmont - All rights reserved.	 !!

Out of URBAN SPIRITS, wich is already touring mega-cities since 2,5 years, other 
projects are just starting.
!
essentially, the search for partners is mandatory and priority.

following the projects, the funding are already planned.
!
I will be pleased to read from you about your feelings, common digital territories and 
potential projects that could merge. please feel free to contact me in any case.
!
Kind regards,

jean-david
!
Contact : 

jean-david abramowicz	 	 2/18, Dov Oz Street		 jda@judithdarmont.com

T. +972 52 749 64 67	 	 44356 Kfar Saba	 	 ISRAEL
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